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ORIGIN OF THE CHARACTER, ROUGHOID (RU).

In March, 1919, Dr. A. H. Sturtevant handed over to me a

culture of Drosophila melanogasler, containing a new mutant,

named by him "roughoid," owing to its similarity with the old

character "rough."
In December, 1918, he had collected a single pair of wild

flies near Columbia, S. C. The F2 generation from these was

found, two months later (February 14, 1919), to contain many
roughoids (culture 5570 A.H.S.). Hence one of the wild flies

must have been heterozygous for the mutant gene. The point

of special interest in connection with roughoid is that its locus

is to the left of that of sepia and therefore establishes a new

left end of the map of the third chromosome.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ROUGHOID CHARACTER.

This gene produces somatic effects mainly upon the size and

texture of the normal eye; (a) it materially decreases both

the length and width of the eye as well as making it more convex;

(6) the ommatidia lose their hexagonal shape, and become

crowded together irregularly; (c) due to this irregularity, the

hairs project in all directions from the surface; (d) the hairs are

somewhat thickened and strikingly longer than in the normal

eye. These effects are very constant in appearance and have

proven to be favorable for purposes of classification. Associated

with these effects there are found sometimes, (e) several black

ommatidia distributed over the surface of the eye, but more

commonly in the posterior ventral region. They tend to darken

the normal red eye color. They are more than likely a part of

the roughoid character since I have never seen this effect in any
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fly other than one that was also roughoid. However, their

occurrence is very inconstant, most roughoid eyes being as light

red as the normal wild type.

CHROMOSOME CARRYING ROUGHOID.

The first experiment (culture No. 142) consisted in out-

crossing a roughoid male to a female showing the second-chromo-

some recessive vestigial.
1 The FI generation flies were all wild

type, thus proving roughoid to be a recessive character. By
inbreeding the FI flies, F? was obtained. One quarter of the F2

vestigials showed the roughoid character (culture No. 1426).

The presence in F2 of the double recessive class proves that

roughoid cannot be located in the second chromosome. At the

same time, I out-crossed a roughoid female to a dichaete hairless

male from stock (culture No. 141). These two characters are

thirdrchromosome dominants. By back-crossing the FI dichaete

hairless females to roughoid males from stock, evidence was ob-

tained that roughoid shows linkage relations with these mutants

in the third chromosome. The size relation of the various classes

indicated that roughoid was considerably to the left of dichaete.

As the back-cross flies were not hatching out as well as expected,

I did not complete the count of the cultures of this experiment.

A cross between roughoid and the original rough gave in FI

only wild-type flies, showing that roughoid was neither rough nor

an allelomorph of rough.

LOCATION OF ROUGHOID IN THE THIRD CHROMOSOME.

The next step was to make up a stock containing both the new

character, roughoid, and sepia (located at the extreme left end of

the then known third chromosome). In the third generation

from a cross between roughoid and sepia, I obtained such a stock.

Since I had obtained roughoid and sepia together in such a short

time, I concluded that the two were not very closely linked.

By using the back-cross method, I obtained the following results:

1 This female was from the stock known as "5 pie" and carried in addition to

vestigial, the second-chromosome recessives black, purple, arc and speck. These

other characters were disregarded in the Fs classifications.
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Three-Point Back-Cross ru se X D.

In order to place the gene more accurately, a three-point

back-cross was undertaken. A sepia roughoid female was

crossed to a dichaete male, the FI dichaete females were then

back-crossed to roughoid sepia males from stock (pair matings

being made). Results:

ru se ru se

X

D ru se

July 7, 1919.
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